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GAMING COMMISSION ACT 1987 
GAMING COMMISSION AMENDMENT REGULATIONS 1990 

Made by His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor and Administrator in Execu-
tive Council. 

Citation 
1. These regulations may be cited as the Gaming Commission Amendment 
Regulations 1990. 

Principal regulations 
2. In these regulations the Gaming Commission Regulations 1988* are referred 
to as the principal regulations. 
(*Published in the Gazette of 29 April 1988 at pp. 1925-30. For amendments to 
16 February 1990 see page 253 of 1988 Index to Legislation of Western Australia 
and Gazettes of 26 May, and 4 and 25 August 1989.1 

Schedule 4 amended 
3. Schedule 4 to the principal regulations is amended in part 3, Division 1, 
Sub-division A— 

(a) in rule 6— 
(i) by deleting "The point value of cards in the deck used in a game" 

and substituting the following— 
(1) The point value of cards in a deck used in a game other 

than In-Between "; 
and 

(ii) by inserting after subrule (1) the following subrule— 
(2) The value of cards in the deck used in a game of 

In-Between shall be ranked in the following ascending 
consecutive order-2, 3, 4 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, J, Q, K, A. "; 

(b) in rule 14 by deleting subrule (3) and substituting the following 
subrule— 

(3) In In-Between— 
(a) a player's hand shall be declared a "stand-off" if the first 

2 cards received are consecutive and the bet shall carry 
over until the next hand; 

(b) a players hand shall win if— 
(i) the value of the third card received is in between the 

values of the first and second cards; or 
(ii) the values of the first, second and third cards received 

are equal; 
and 

(c) the house shall win if— 
(i) the values of the first 2 cards received are not equal 

or consecutive, and the value of the third card received 
is equal to or outside the value of the first and second 
cards; or 

(ii) the values of the first 2 cards received are equal but 
the value of the third card received is not. "; 

and 

(c) in rule 15 by deleting subrule (3) and substituting the following 
subrule— 

(3) In In-Between, winning players shall be paid at odds of— 
(a) 3 to 1 when the values of the first, second and third cards 

received are equal; and 

(b) 1 to 1 on any other winning hand. ". 

By His Excellency's Command, 

G. PEARCE, Clerk of the Council. 


